This paper recommends the following sequence for the evaluation of simulation models.
INTRODUCTION
The main message of this paper is that most simulation studies should go through the following five stages and apply the followfig statistical techniques (which have already been applied in many practical simulations). (This is also called global, instead of local SA.) However, if the model's 1/0 behavior is non-monotonic, it may be dangerous to consider extreme input values only (see Saltelli, Andres, and Homma 1995) . Nonmonotonicity may be quantified by quadratic effects. Notice that this paper concentrates on a single response per run; also see Helton (1996) and McKay (1995) .
The analysts may use regression analysis to generalize the results of the simulation experiment. To obtain better regression estimators, the analysts should apply DOE (see $3). Helton (1996) points out that stochastic uncertainty is a property of the system, whereas subjective uncertainty is a property of the analysts.
Uncertainty is the central problem in mathematical probability theory. This discipline, however, has two schools: frequentists versus subjectivists. Many UA studies concern unique events; for example, a specific investment, a nuclear accident. See Cooke (1995, pp. 4-6) and Winkler (1996) .
Note that Bayesians try to combine prior subjective data with new factual data; see Draper (1995) . Bayesirms average the outcomes, using the probabilities of the various input scenarios. It might be argued, however, that in general it is the job of 'managers' to make decisions, pondering facts and opinions; it is the job of scientists to prepare a basis for such decisions.
Zeigler ( Helton et al. 1995 , McKay 1995 This paper combines, updates, and revises Kleijnen (1994 Kleijnen ( , 1995b Kleijnen ( , 1996 . For didactic reasons, the paper is not organized in the order of the five stages; for example, DOE is simpler explained for SA (stage 3, $3) than for V & V (stage 1, $4). Hence $2 discusses screening, especirdly SB. $3 explains SA using regression analysis and DOE. #4 briefly addresses V & V.
$5 discusses UA, distinguishing between deterministic and stochastic simulations. $6 explains optimization based on RSM. 37 summarizes the conclusions.
SCREENING: SEQUENTIAL BIFURCATION
Screening is the search for the few (say) k important factors among the many (say) K potentially important factors (k << K). In practice, simulated systems often do involve many factors. Andres (1996) 1 gives an example with 3,300 factors, Bettonvil and Kleijnen (1996 ) 281, De Wit (1995 ) 82, and McKay~(1995 factors. These examples concern deterministic simulations. Other examples would be stochastic simulations of queueing networks; in this field, however, applications of screening are yet unknown.
The problem is that a simulation run may require so much computer time that the number of nuns (say) n must be much smaller than the number of factors (n << K). Therefore the analysts assume that only a few factors are important (k << K): parsimony,
Occam 's razor.
The theory on group screening goes back to the 1960s; see Bettonvil and Kleijnen (1996) andl Kleijnen (1995b) . This paper recommends a novel group screening technique, namely SB, which is more efficient than competing group screening techniques. Moreover, SB has been used in practice, namely in the greenhouse simulation in Bettonvil and Kleijnen (1996) , and in the building thermal simulation in De Wit (199!5 Assumption 1: Low-order polynomial metamodel A metamodel implies that the underlying simulation model is treated as a black box. The advantages of a low-order polynomial is that it is simple and it may apply to all types of random and deterministic simulation. The disadvantage is that it cannot e~ploit the special structure of the simulation model at hand (for alternative techniques see Helton 1996 , Ho and Cao 1991 , and Kleijnen and Rubinstein 1996 .
Low-order polynomials are often used in DOE with its concomitant regression analysis or Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). Applications, however, are then limited to systems with a small number of factors (also see $3).
It is prudent not to assume a first-order pcdynomial, but a metamodel with interactions. In SB such a metamodel requires twice as many runs as a first-order metamodel does (foldover principle;
see Andres 1996 and Kleijnen 1987). 
Regression Analysis
It is good practice to make scatter plots (see Eschenbach 1992 , Helton 1996 . However, superimposing many plots is cumbersome. Moreover, their interpretation is subjective: are the response curves really parallel and straight lines? These shortcomings are removed by regression analysis. See Kleijnen (1995b) .
Consider the well-known second degree polynomial metamodel with~. denoting the simulation response of factor combination i (capitrds denote stochastic variables); @o the overall mean response or regression intercept;~~the main or first-order effect of factor h; xi,~the value of the standardized factor h in combination i; (?~,~, the interaction between the factors h and h' with h < h';~~,~the quadratic effect of factor h; E, the additive fitting error of the regression model for factor combination i; and n the number of simulated factor combinations.
Then the relative importance of a factor is obtained by sorting the absolute values of the main effects Bh, provided the factors are standardized such that they range between -1 and +1; see Kleijnen (1995b 
DOE
Let q denote the number of regression parameters; for example, q equals k + 1 + k(k -1)/2 if there are main effects and two-factor interactions. Which n combinations to simulate can be determined such that the accuracy of the estimated parameters is maximized (variance minimized); this is the goal of DOE.
Consider aflrst-order polynomial metamodel with k main effects, and an overall mean. By definition, a resolution ZZZor R-3 design permits the unbiased estimation of such a first-order polynomial.
In practice, analysts usually first simulate the 'base-case', and next they change one factor at a time; hence n = 1 + k.
DOE, however, gives orthogonal designs, which yield unbiased estimators with smaller variances. A wellknown class of such designs are 2k -P fractional factorials; for example, a simulation with 4 s k s 7 factors requires n = 27-4 = 8 factor combinations. Many simulation applications of these designs can be found in Kleijnen (1987) and Kleijnen and Van Groenendaal (1992) .
In practice, however, it is prudent to assume that two-factor interactions may be important. A resolution ZV or R-4 design permits the unbiased estimation of all k main effects, even if two-factor interactions are present. These designs do not give unbiased estimators of individual two-factor interactions; they may give an indication of the importance of (confounded, biased) interactions.
Compared with R-3 designs, R-4 designs require that the number of simulated factor combinations be doubled; for example, k = 7 now requires n = 2 x 8 = 16 runs. Obviously, changing one factor at a time (a less accurate R-3 design) does not enable estimation of interactions! Applications of R-4 designs If the simulation is fed with real-life input data (trace driven simulation), then Kleijnen, Bettonvil, and Van Groenendaal (1996) propose a novel test. This test uses regression analysis, but does not hypothesize that real and simulated data lie on a straight line through the origin! Instead, the difference between simulated and real data is regressed on their sum.
If no data are available, then the analysts and their clients still have qualitative knowledge; that is, they do know in which direction certain factors affect the response (see $2). If the regression metamodel (see $3)
gives an estimated effect with the wrong sign, this is a strvng indication of a wron~simulation model or a wrong computer program. An application is Kleijnen (1995c), concerning the hunt for mines on the bottom of the sea. This case-study further shows that the validity of a simulation model is restricted tcl a certain domain of factor combinations, called experimental frame in Zeigler (1976) .
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
The regression metamodel (see $3) shows which factors are important; for the important environmental inputs the analysts should try to collect data on the values that occur in practice. If they do not succeed, then they may use UA: its goal is to quantify the probability of specific output values (whereas SA does not tell how likely a specific result is).
First the analysts derive a probability jimction for the input values, based on sample data if available; otherwise this distribution must use subjective expert opinions (see Draper 1995 , p. 92, Helton et al. 1995 , p. 288, Kleijnen 1996 . Correlated inputs are discussed in Cooke (1995) , Helton (1996), and Kleijnenl (1996) .
Next the analysts use pseudorandom numbers to sample input values: Monte Carlo. They often use Latin hypercube sampling (LHS), which forces the sample (of size n) to cover the whole experimental area; see Avramidis and Wilson (1996) and Helton (1996) .
This paper claims that LHS is a variance reduction technique, not a screening technique.
For screening purposes the inputs should be changed to their extreme values (see $2). Of course, the larger sample in LHS gives more insight than the small sample in screening does; however, for a large number of factors such a large sample may be impossible. Also see Kleijnen (1996) and McKay (1992).
Deterministic Simulation
The distribution of the simulation response may be characterized by its location (measured by Ithe mean, modus, or median) and its dispersion (quantified by the standard deviation or various percentiles and quantizes). Which quantities sufficiently summarize the distribution, depends on the users' risk attitude: risk neutral (the mean is then sufficient), risk averse, or risk seeking. See Helton (1996) and Kleijnen (1996) .
Combining UA with regression analysis ,gives estimates of the effects of the various inputs; that is, regression analysis shows which inputs contribute most to the uncertainty in the output. (Technically, in the regression metamodel xik is replaced by X,k.) Because more vatues are sampled per factor, more complicated metamodels might now be used; for example, for prediction purposes splines may be used. For explanatory purposes and SA, however, simple metamodels may be preferred; see Kleijnen and Sargent (1996) .
Applications in business and economics are, for example, investment studies on the probability of negative Net Present Values; see Kleijnen (1996) and Van Groenendaal and Kleijnen (1996) . Applications in the natural sciences are, for example, Sandia investigations on nuclear waste disposal and reactor safety (Helton 1996) ; Oak Ridge studies of radioactive doses in humans; European Communities investigations on nuclear reactor safety; and Dutch studies on ecology;
see Kleijnen (1996) .
It is prudent to study the effects of different specifications of the input distributions. Sometimes, this type of SA is called robustness analysis.
Examples are given by Helton et al. (1995) , Kleijnen (1987 , 1996 ), and McKay (1995 . The analysis may also use sophisticated, fast sampling techniques based on importance sampling or likelihood ratios; see Kleijnen and Rubinstein (1996) . (Importance sampling is indispensable whenever rare events are simulated; see Helton 1996, and Kleijnen and Rubinstein 1995.) 
Stochastic Simulation
A well-known example of stochastic simulation is a queueing model with interarrival times sampled from an exponential distribution with parameter A (Helton 1996 discusses UA of three stochastic models in nuclear science). For this example Kleijnen (1983) discusses UA, assuming that the central limit theorem (CLT) applies. For example, suppose X is estimated from a sample of independent interarrival times, and assume the distribution of the estimated interarrival parameter approximates a normal distribution.
Then a value for A can be sampled from this distribution, and used as input to the simulation.
That simulation is run for 'enough' customers. Next the procedure is repeated: sample 1, and so on. Cheng and Holland (1996) , however, do not rely on the CLT, but apply bootstrapping. Still, the question remains which response to report to the users: the unconditional, ex post variance (see Cheng and Holland 1996) ; the ex post variance, mean, and various quantiles (see Haverkort and Meeuwissen 1995); or the conditional moments (conditioned on the values of the estimated parameters)? The discussion in Draper (1995, pp. 78, 83) 
